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  Description

  The ideal finished thickness and sweetness of each Liqueur varies and our range of Liqueur Base Packs are matched to each liqueur to give you the perfect finish. They mention that the full apple flavour is best served ice cold and that they really enjoy the drink and the flavour. Other non-essential cookies are used to track visits anonymously and collect information for making reports. Centuries of know-how and continuous controls guarantee the unique quality of each and every bottle of Berentzen.
All you need to do is add the schnapps flavour to the Still Spirits Top Shelf Schnapps Base and add your 40% ABV spirit. If there is any doubt in your mind about the accuracy of the data contained on this page, please ensure you check the product packaging before serving and contact us immediately.Made with 100% natural ingredients, Teichenné Schnapps are loved among mixologists for their authentic flavour and bold personality, perfect for creating bar-quality cocktails, pouring over ice, or drinking as a chilled shot.
A wonderful medley of freshly sun-ripened apples fills the nose and leads perfectly to the flavor, where freshness remains key, slightly sweet but ever so satisfying. Like all schnapps in the Teichenne range, it can be enjoyed as a chilled shot, over ice or in a host of exciting cocktails. Imported from Switzerland, Goldschlager is packaged in a distinctive and iconic bell shaped bottle and has an abv of 40%.

Teichenne green apple schnapps liqueur is crafted with the finest ingredients, Teichenne is used by discerning bartenders all over the world to create innovative and sophisticated drinks. Berentzen Sour Apple is a German Schnapps that combines the flavoured of fresh sun kissed green sour apples with the finest pure and carefully distilled wheat spirit. Take the Schnapps Base (see below, we strongly recommend using this), add 650ml of 40% ABV spirit base. Berentzen Sour Apple brings the harmonious composition of crisp green apples and the mild smoothness of carefully distilled German wheat spirit. Items must be in a new and unused condition, complete with all packaging in the state in which it was delivered.
In the event of any safety concerns or for any other information about a product please carefully read any instructions provided on the label or packaging and contact the manufacturer. The Sour Apple is slightly pale in colour, with intense and lively aromas that stimulate on the palate with a clean and fresh finish. Please do not attempt to enter this web site if you are not above the legal age of drinking alcohol in your country of residence. All sizes and measurements are approximate but we do try to make sure that they are as accurate as possible.Grappa, there’s never been a better reason to recapture a flavour from your past (or discover something fresh! Made with 80% fresh homegrown apples, no sugar added and distilled with a very fine, high-grade pure alcohol.
Feature 1: Quality Essences AND Liqueur Base Mix from Still Spirits Feature 2: This 50ml Bottle Flavours 1. Berentzen Apple: A wonderful medley of freshly sun-ripened apples fills the nose and leads perfectly to the flavor, where freshness remains key, slightly sweet but ever so satisfying. Stir 50ml bourbon whiskey, 35ml Teichenné Green Apple Schnapps, and 15ml sweet vermouth together in a mixing jug with ice. We prefer it chilled like schnapps and it is wonderfully refreshing after a large meal, or simply with fruit and cheese. This fruit liqueur boasts a crystal-clear body that’s masterfully infused with tart, citric green apple flavour along with subtle undercurrents of Muscat grape, elderflower, and fresh lime zest.Purchasing your favourite spirits and other alcoholic beverages has never been easier than with Drink Finder.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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	Where's my order?
	Other FAQs
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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	Terms of Use
	Manage Cookies
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                    © 2006–2024 Fruugo.com Ltd. All rights reserved.
                

            

        

    



        
            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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